“VARIED, COMPLEX, AND FULLY REALIZED.” —Kirkus

“This lyrical story of hope, strength, and ingenuity WILL BE GOBLELED UP BY YOUNG HISTORY BUFFS AND ADVENTURE LOVERS.” —Booklist

“[An] ENGROSSING, multi-perspектив debut novel.” —Horn Book

“[A] VIVIDLY WRITTEN, wholly accessible novel of enslavement and resistance.” —Publishers Weekly

“FILLED WITH BOTH HOPE AND JOY, it explores the families we are born into as well as the families we create.” —SLC

“Solidly researched and beautifully written, THIS IS STORYTELLING AT ITS FINEST. Dawson’s voice and the voices of her cast will linger long after the last page is closed.” —KATHI APPELT, National Book Award Finalist and Newbery Honor Winner

“With both stirring emotion and apparently effortless skill, Dawson braids the many compelling strands of this story into a stunning conclusion. A REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENT—A SHEER TRIUMPH OF A BOOK.” —LINDA SUE PARK, Newbery Medal winner and New York Times bestselling author